CHAPTER 2

Preventive War and the Spread of Nuclear Programs

Matthew Fuhrmann

What are the consequences of nuclear proliferation? Iran’s alleged pursuit of nuclear weapons and North Korea’s nuclear tests in 2006 and 2009 have heightened concerns about the further spread of the bomb. Yet, debates persist about the political effects of proliferation. Some argue that the spread of nuclear weapons constitutes a major threat to international security, in part, because it raises the risk of nuclear war and increases the odds that terrorists will acquire the bomb. Others contend that nuclear weapons can promote international peace and stability by raising the costs of armed conflict. According to this perspective, the slow and deliberate spread of nuclear weapons may actually be a good thing. Still others assert that the threat posed by nuclear proliferation is overblown and that nuclear weapons have little effect on international politics. As John Mueller pithily states, “The nuclear diffusion that has transpired has proved to have had remarkably limited, perhaps even imperceptible, consequences.”

This chapter contributes to ongoing debates about the consequences of nuclear proliferation by analyzing the connection between nuclear programs and preventive war. Does the pursuit of nuclear weapons increase the likelihood of preventive military force? If so, under what conditions? In this chapter, I provide answers to these questions. To begin, I raise further awareness about the targeting of
nuclear programs by surveying historical cases in which countries have bombed or considered bombing nuclear facilities. Although attacks of this nature are relatively rare, countries have seriously considered using military force to delay proliferation on a number of occasions. I subsequently offer an explanation for why states strike (or consider striking), based on existing scholarly research. In the end, the evidence presented here supports the view that preventive war is a potential danger associated with the spread of nuclear programs that policy makers and scholars should take seriously.

**Attacking Nuclear Facilities: The Historical Record**

Nuclear facilities or materials in nonnuclear weapons states have been targeted on more than a dozen occasions since 1941. The first attempted strike against a nuclear plant occurred in 1942 when British commandos targeted the Norsk-Hydro heavy water plant in German-occupied Norway. This raid was unsuccessful but the allies followed up with several other strikes against the same facility, which was believed to be the main chokepoint of Germany’s nuclear weapons program. In November 1943, for example, allied aircraft dropped hundreds of bombs on the heavy water plant, setting back production by a few months. Frustrated by continued attacks against the facility, Germany attempted to transport heavy water and related equipment out of Norway in 1944 on the ferry *Hydro*; saboteurs intercepted and sank the ferry in Norway’s Lake Tinnsjoe.

The Iran-Iraq War provided the setting for a series of strikes against nuclear facilities. In 1977, prior to the onset of hostilities, Israel approached Iran to discuss joint military strikes against Iraqi nuclear infrastructure. Tehran was not interested in attacking Iraq’s nuclear program at that time, but it naturally warmed up to the idea after Saddam Hussein invaded Iran on September 22, 1980. Days later, Iranian F-4 Phantoms attacked Iraq’s nuclear research reactor, known as Osiraq, en route home from a bombing raid, although the strike caused only minor damage to the facility. Later in the war, on March 24, 1984, Iraq raided Iran’s nuclear power plant that was under construction at Bushehr. Baghdad targeted this facility on mul-
multiple other occasions during the conflict, despite an Iranian-backed International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) resolution prohibiting strikes against nuclear installations. The Iraqi raids, which damaged the Bushehr facility to varying degrees, occurred as part of a broader campaign to destroy economic and industrial targets.

During the 1991 Persian Gulf War the United States bombed numerous Iraqi nuclear facilities, including the Tuwaitha Nuclear Research Center near Baghdad.9 This campaign heavily damaged some Iraqi nuclear plants, but many of the bombs that were dropped missed their intended targets.10 Moreover, some facilities escaped the war unscathed, partially because the United States was unaware of their existence or their location.

Iraqi nuclear infrastructure was targeted on two other instances in the 1990s. On January 17, 1993, the U.S. Navy used Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles against the Zaafaraniyah uranium enrichment plant, which was left largely intact following the Gulf War.11 These strikes, which were intended to punish Baghdad for its refusal to fully comply with the United Nations-mandated nuclear inspections regime, significantly curtailed Iraq’s electromagnetic isotope separation (EMIS) program.12 Then, in December 1998, the United States and Great Britain launched Operation Desert Fox, a campaign that was intended to degrade Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) capabilities. Despite the stated objective of the operation, it appears that only one facility relevant to Baghdad’s nuclear program was targeted: a plant housing machine tools relevant for centrifuge development.13

Israel has conducted two “bolt from the blue” raids against nuclear programs. In 1981, after Iran failed to destroy Iraq’s Osiraq reactor, the Israeli Air Force bombed the facility in a mission known as Operation Opera. This strike was successful in the sense that it destroyed Osiraq, which was widely regarded as the centerpiece of Baghdad’s nuclear program, although other aspects of this raid’s effectiveness are still debated.14 More recently, in September 2007, Israel bombed a Syrian reactor at al Kibar that had yet to become
The plant, which was being built with assistance from North Korea, was heavily damaged as a result of the Israeli strike. After the raid, Syria bulldozed what was left of the site in an apparent effort to prevent others, particularly the IAEA, from obtaining additional information about the plant. Few leaders condemned the Israelis for using preventive military force, leading some to conclude that the international community secretly welcomed the destruction of the Syrian nuclear facility.

On a number of other occasions, countries seriously considered attacking nuclear programs but ultimately did not strike. Egypt had plans to destroy Dimona, Israel’s main nuclear facility, during the 1967 crisis, possibly with assistance from the Soviet Union. Indian Prime Ministers Indira Gandhi (in 1982 and 1984) and Rajiv Gandhi (in 1986-87) actively sought to destroy the Pakistani enrichment plant at Kahuta in a joint operation with Israel. Indira Gandhi even approved plans for a preventive strike, but the raid was called off at the “last minute.” Pakistani officials likewise considered attacking nuclear installations in India during the 1984 crisis. In a lesser-known case, the Soviet Union considered preventive strikes against South Africa in the 1970s when Moscow detected apparent preparations for a nuclear test. The Soviet Union approached the United States and asked for assistance in attacking the Y Plant, one of South Africa’s key nuclear installations. Washington did not respond positively to this overture.

The United States did, however, strongly consider using military force to delay nuclear proliferation on other occasions. In the early-1960s, some in Washington feared that China would soon become the world’s fifth nuclear power. President John F. Kennedy, in particular, was deeply concerned about the prospect of a Chinese bomb, and he seriously considered using military force to frustrate Beijing’s nuclear program. The options that were put on the table included the use of tactical nuclear weapons against Chinese nuclear facilities as well as employing Taiwanese saboteurs to infiltrate the mainland and destroy key plants. U.S. officials ultimately chose not to attack, and Beijing conducted its first nuclear test in 1964.
Washington likewise considered using force during the 1994 North Korean nuclear crisis.26 This crisis began when the IAEA detected irregularities at North Korean nuclear plants and called for the United Nations (UN) Security Council to authorize a special inspections regime, leading Pyongyang to announce its withdrawal from the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT). Some U.S. officials believed that military action could reduce the threat posed by North Korea’s nuclear program. For example, Secretary of Defense William Perry later indicated, “We believed that the nuclear program on which North Korea was embarked was … dangerous, and were prepared to risk a war to stop it.”27 Any American operation against North Korea would likely have involved cooperation from South Korea, which had seriously considered raiding nuclear facilities at Yongbyon as early as 1991. In the end, a diplomatic bargain known as the Agreed Framework brought a (temporary) end to the crisis.28

Iran’s nuclear program has also raised the prospect of preventive military action. Some elites in Washington and Jerusalem have recently called for military raids against Tehran’s nuclear facilities. President Obama has not publicly threatened to bomb Iranian nuclear facilities, but he has said that “all options are on the table,” and that the option of last resort is the “military component.”29 Israeli officials, including Prime Minister Benjamin Natanyahu, have more forcefully advocated for military strikes. Speaking about the prospect of attacking Iran, Natanyahu said, “None of us can afford to wait much longer…I will never let my people live in the shadow of annihilation.”30 Officials outside of the United States and Israel—including Saudi King Abdullah—have similarly voiced support for preventive raids against Iran’s nuclear infrastructure. It remains to be seen, however, whether Israel or the United States will take military action against Iran.

In the cases discussed above, the target state had yet to acquire nuclear weapons. Does the danger of preventive war disappear once a potential target assembles a nuclear arsenal? Kenneth Waltz, a prominent proponent of “nuclear optimism,” maintains that “preventive strikes against states that have, or may have, nuclear weapons are
hard to imagine.” It is true that attacks against nuclear states are potentially more dangerous than strikes against states that are still nonnuclear. However, countries have occasionally considered raiding nuclear infrastructure in states that possessed nuclear arsenals. Some elites in the United States called for preventive strikes against the Soviet Union during the 1950s. The Soviet Union seriously contemplated striking Chinese nuclear facilities during the 1969 border crisis. Libya hoped to launch a retaliatory raid against Israel’s Dimona plant following the 1981 Osiraq strike. Tripoli sought cooperation to implement such a strike from Iraq and the Soviet Union, both of whom expressed little interest in attacking Israel. Iraq did, however, launch Scud missiles at Dimona during the 1991 Persian Gulf War, but they did not come close to hitting the target.

**Why Countries Attack**

The preceding discussion underscores that concerns about nuclear proliferation have occasionally led to preventive strikes against nuclear facilities. Why do countries attack or consider attacking nuclear plants in other states? Prior research has shown that states are more likely to target nuclear programs when they are highly threatened by the target state’s potential acquisition of nuclear weapons. Two main factors shape this threat perception: violent interstate conflict and the proliferator’s regime type.

Nuclear proliferation can be especially threatening to states that fear that they could be targeted with the bomb. The likelihood of nuclear use is generally low and nuclear weapons have not been used in war since the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. However, a history of bad relations among states can increase fears of a future nuclear attack, perhaps leading to the perception that a rival’s acquisition of the bomb poses an existential threat. For example, some Israeli officials viewed the Iraqi nuclear program as a threat of the highest magnitude, in part, because Iraq fought against Israel in the 1948 War of Independence and the 1973 Yom Kippur War. As Prime Minister Menahem Begin proclaimed shortly after the strike against Osiraq in 1981, “If we stood by idly...Saddam Hus-
sein would have produced his three, four, five bombs...Then, this country and this people would have been lost...Another Holocaust would have happened in the history of the Jewish people.”

States are substantially less threatened when their non-rivals pursue nuclear weapons. Attacks against nuclear infrastructure are therefore unlikely in the absence of hostile relations—even when states are far from friendly. Algeria, for instance, may have coveted nuclear weapons and Algiers was one of the last capitals to consider normalizing relations with Israel. Yet, Israel did not raid Algeria’s nuclear plants, in part, because the absence of major war between the two countries lessened the threat posed by an Algerian bomb. Needless to say, attacks become exceedingly unlikely when the potential attacker and target are military allies. It is unthinkable, for instance, that the United States would have attacked British nuclear facilities in the early 1950s to delay London’s ability to build the bomb.

A country’s regime type also affects the degree to which other states are threatened by its nuclear program. Highly authoritarian proliferators are more likely than democracies to be attacked. Indeed, all of the strikes against nonnuclear weapons states had a non-democratic target even though many democracies thought about building (or built) the bomb (e.g., Australia, Britain, France, and India). Why is this the case?

Democratic leaders are constrained by domestic institutions such as legislatures and judiciaries, which can limit capricious foreign policy decisions and promote compliance with international norms. Authoritarian countries, on the other hand, often have less respect for norms because of opaque institutions and relatively little domestic accountability. Autocrats might thus be more likely to threaten other states with nuclear weapons, use the bomb first during a crisis, or engage in other provocative actions. Concerns such as these can motivate states to use military force to delay proliferation. For example, U.S. National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft believed that Saddam Hussein’s “notoriously mercurial” behavior magnified
the threat of an Iraqi bomb and helped justify targeting Baghdad’s nuclear program during the Persian Gulf War. President George W. Bush likewise believed that the world should not allow Iran to acquire nuclear weapons because Tehran has a “non-transparent” government, implying that its regime type heightens the risk of aggressive or unpredictable behavior.

Aside from the perceived threat posed by the target’s nuclear program, two other general considerations may also affect the likelihood of preventive strikes. First, potential attackers are likely to consider whether raids against nuclear facilities could be successful. The likelihood of success depends partially on the military capabilities of the attacker. Weak states will often be unable to destroy their enemies’ nuclear programs in the absence of cooperation from their allies. For instance, although Zambia may have been threatened by the prospect of a South African bomb in the 1970s, it would have struggled mightily to successfully destroy the relevant facilities on its own, decreasing the odds that officials in Lusaka would even consider the military option.

The number of nuclear facilities that the target possesses also influences the likelihood that raids against nuclear programs will be successful. Iraq and Syria each possessed one main chokepoint facility at the time that they were attacked, and neither state was on the verge of building nuclear weapons. Israel therefore needed only to destroy a single facility to delay proliferation in these two cases. This situation becomes more complex, however, when potential targets have well-developed nuclear programs. Iran, to cite one example, has multiple facilities that would probably need to be destroyed to significantly curtail its nuclear program: the uranium enrichment facilities at Natanz and Qom, the heavy water production facility at Arak, the uranium conversion center at Isfahan, the Bushehr nuclear power plant, and the Tehran research reactor. This does not mean that it is impossible for Israel or the United States to successfully delay Iran’s nuclear program using military force, but the probability of success is substantially lower relative to a scenario in which Iran possessed a single nuclear chokepoint.
Second, the costs of raiding nuclear programs could deter countries from attacking. States may be unlikely to attack if they believe that a limited preventive strike would lead to a large-scale war or produce other undesirable outcomes. For example, the United States refrained from bombing Chinese and North Korean nuclear facilities in part because officials in Washington believed that the military costs of such operations were too high. Concerns about costs have also influenced the debate about how to respond to Iran’s nuclear program. U.S. officials that are considering bombing Iran’s nuclear facilities today must wrestle with the possibility that Tehran could retaliate by closing the Strait of Hormuz or engage in other actions that threaten core U.S. politico-strategic interests.48

States may also worry about the normative costs of targeting nuclear programs. There is an international norm against the preventive use of force, and Article 56 of Protocol I Additional to the Geneva Conventions (1977) specifically prohibits the targeting of nuclear plants. Thus, states might be deterred from using military force by the prospect of political or economic isolation. One reason that India ultimately refrained from bombing Pakistan’s Kahuta enrichment plant in the 1980s was because officials in New Delhi feared that “the international community would condemn us.”49 Similarly, after Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert asked George W. Bush to bomb Syria’s al Kibar reactor during a 2007 phone conversation, Bush concluded that the normative and political costs were too great. As he recounted in his memoir: “As a military matter, the bombing mission would be straightforward. The Air Force could destroy the target, no sweat. But bombing a sovereign country with no warning or announced justification would create severe blowback.”50

Discussion and Conclusion

Scholars have previously argued that nuclear weapons programs are dangerous, in part, because they can lead to preventive war.51 This chapter lends credence to this argument by identifying numerous historical cases in which countries attacked or considered attacking nuclear programs. I have also articulated the conditions under which
nuclear weapons programs are likely to lead to military strikes. When the potential attacker and the target have a history of violent conflict—and when the target state is authoritarian—preventive strikes are considerably more likely.\textsuperscript{52} Other factors may also affect the use of force, but the perceived threat posed by the target’s acquisition of the bomb is among the most important in triggering interest in preventive military action. This implies that nuclear weapons programs can be destabilizing, at least under certain conditions. Those interested in conflict management would therefore do well to engage in more diplomacy aimed at limiting the onset of new nuclear weapons programs.

One might dispute this conclusion, however, on the grounds that the violence caused by nuclear programs to date has been relatively minimal. Outside of ongoing interstate wars, nuclear facilities have been bombed on just a handful of occasions. During the Osiraq raid, the highest profile attack against a nuclear facility, only 10 Iraqi soldiers and one French civilian were killed.\textsuperscript{53} Although it is important not to exaggerate the threat posed by nuclear weapons programs, the danger of preventive force should not be dismissed due to the modest amount of violence caused by the attacks discussed in this chapter. First, there were a number of close calls—particularly in South Asia—where attacks were strongly considered but ultimately not conducted. Had Indira Gandhi followed through on her initial decision to attack Kahuta, it is possible, and perhaps likely, that war would have resulted between India and Pakistan. Second, attacks against nuclear programs could occur more frequently—and become deadlier—in the future, particularly if there are doubts about whether states pursuing the bomb would act as “responsible” nuclear powers.\textsuperscript{54}

Compounding matters further, interest in nuclear energy is growing around the world—despite the March 2011 accident at Japan’s Fukushima nuclear power plant—as part of a movement that some have labeled the “nuclear renaissance.”\textsuperscript{55} Although existing research tends to downplay the strategic effects of nuclear energy,\textsuperscript{56} there is a growing recognition among scholars that nuclear programs could
raise the risk of international conflict even when they are “peaceful” in nature.\textsuperscript{57} This is in part because the development of a civilian nuclear program in one state might provide incentives for others to launch preventive strikes.

There is precedent for using military force against civilian facilities. Iran’s Bushehr nuclear power plant—which was bombed during the Iran-Iraq War—was being built with assistance from West Germany to produce electricity. Osiraq was also technically a civilian facility. The reactor was supplied by France exclusively for peaceful purposes and it was placed under IAEA safeguards, meaning that it should have been difficult for Iraq to use Osiraq for military purposes. Many policy makers and analysts therefore condemned the Israeli strike and interpreted it as an indictment of the nonproliferation regime. For example, Sigvard Edlund, the director general of the IAEA, stated, “The Israeli attack on Iraq’s nuclear research center was also an attack on the Agency’s safeguards.”\textsuperscript{58} Why would countries have incentives to bomb civilian nuclear plants?

Nuclear facilities are dual-use in nature, meaning that they can serve civilian or military purposes. Reactors can be employed to produce medical isotopes or to help meet a country’s energy needs by producing electricity. These same facilities, however, also provide a potential source of plutonium for nuclear weapons. This so called dual-use dilemma means that countries can draw on civilian nuclear programs to augment their military capabilities. India, for example, used a civilian research reactor supplied by Canada in the 1950s to conduct its first nuclear test in 1974. France similarly built between 63 and 250 nuclear weapons using plutonium that was produced in civilian power plants.\textsuperscript{59} Examples such as these are not uncommon. Recent research shows that, on average, states that receive foreign assistance in developing peaceful nuclear programs are statistically more likely than states that do not receive atomic aid (or receive lower levels of assistance) to pursue and acquire nuclear weapons—especially if they later experience an international crisis.\textsuperscript{60}
When states build nuclear facilities, it is therefore difficult for outsiders to know for certain whether the plants are meant for electricity production, the manufacture of nuclear weapons, or both. This problem is evident in the contemporary case of Iran. Many in the West suspect that Iran intends to build nuclear weapons, yet Tehran has repeatedly asserted that its program is intended only to serve peaceful ends. The oft-discussed 2007 National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) on Iran’s nuclear program underscored this tension. The NIE concluded with “high confidence” that Tehran halted its nuclear weapons program in 2003 but that it continued the civilian uranium enrichment program, and this program could be applied to nuclear weapons production if Iran decided to proliferate. Countries aspiring to develop nuclear programs can use signals to convey that their intentions are peaceful. For instance, willingness to subject nuclear facilities to international inspections could alleviate concerns about whether a state’s plants might be used to build bombs. On the other hand, states that refuse to accept measures such as the 1997 IAEA Additional Protocol (AP), which provides the Agency with greater authority to inspect nuclear sites, are likely to create ambiguity about their intentions. One reason that some believe that Iran covets nuclear weapons is that Tehran has signed but not ratified the AP.

Yet, even if states accept the AP and allow the IAEA to inspect their nuclear plants, they may be unable to convince others—especially their rivals—that their intentions are peaceful. Interstate rivalries, which ensue from a history of conflict, erode trust and often cause states to adopt worst-case thinking when analyzing actions taken by others. For example, during the height of the Cold War, seemingly every policy adopted by Moscow was viewed suspiciously in Washington, even those that were probably innocuous. This helps explain why placing Osiraq under safeguards did not stop Israel from believing that Saddam Hussein intended to use the research reactor to produce plutonium for nuclear bombs. With that said, if Iraq’s intentions were peaceful, Baghdad did not help its cause by making
hostile statements towards Israel and engaging in other actions that raised questions about the true purpose of Osiraq.

The current list of nuclear energy aspirants includes states that might struggle to persuade some in the international community that they are procuring technology strictly for peaceful purposes. In the Middle East, for instance, 12 countries are considering building nuclear power plants. Many assume that these states want nuclear energy programs as a hedge against a possible Iranian bomb. If countries such as Egypt, Jordan, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia expand their civilian nuclear programs, it may be difficult for them to convince others that their intentions are entirely harmless, even if they sincerely have little interest in nuclear weapons. This does not imply that these states will have their nuclear facilities bombed in the future, but the probability of preventive strikes may increase if nuclear technology diffuses around the globe to the degree that some predict.

My analysis in this chapter leaves an important question unanswered: Are countries wise to target nuclear programs preventively? There is evidence that prior strikes against nuclear facilities delayed the targets’ nuclear weapons programs. However, looking into the future, policy makers should be exceedingly cautious when contemplating preventive strikes. First, the conditions that led to success in the past may not be present in the future. Importantly, many of the conditions that facilitated success in Iraq (1981) and Syria (2007) are notably absent in the case of Iran, as I discussed elsewhere in this chapter. Second, worst-case assessments about the consequences of nuclear proliferation are unwarranted. Although nuclear weapons affect international politics in some respects, they are generally poor instruments for coercion and intimidation. Based on an analysis of more than 200 militarized compellent threats issued from 1918 to 2001, recent research shows that nuclear-armed states are not more likely than nonnuclear states to successfully blackmail their adversaries. Some countries may still believe that their rival’s acquisition of the bomb constitutes an existential threat, but fears about nuclear blackmail should not be used to justify preventive strikes against nuclear facilities.
In any case, history suggests that the risk of preventive war is unlikely to disappear in the future. It is therefore important for scholars to continue to examine this issue and devote greater attention to the consequences of nuclear technology diffusion more generally. Additional research in this vein could further inform enduring policy questions, such as what officials in Washington should do in response to the development of nuclear programs in countries of concern.
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